
Lichtlauf
eNormaJeane double 160

Oberfläche

black / copper

white

white / copper

Technical details

Country of Manufacture  Germany

Manufacturer Lichtlauf

Year of design 2016

protection IP20

Scope of delivery LED

voltage suitability 230 - 240 Volt

material aluminum, steel

cable color transparent

cable length 200 cm

height adjustment height adjustable

dimming
on site dimmable with a trailing edge
dimmer

LED inclusive

Colour Rendering Index 90

Color temperature in
Kelvin

3,000 warm white

bulb exchange at the manufacturer / at the factory

system performance 3 x 12 Watt

total height 200 cm

Dimensions H 22 cm | B 30 cm | L 160 cm

Description

The eNormaJeane double 160 by Lichtlauf floats above the table like a dress in
the wind above an underground shaft and emits powerful, soft light
downwards and between the two layers of the lampshade, which is shaped
into a volume, also reflected into the room. Between the two layers of the
lampshade, an intense glow is created by multiple reflection. Copper, the
colour contrast between the inside and outside creates the tension. Each
lamp, individually shaped by hand, is unique. The eNormaJeane double 160 by
Lichtlauf is used wherever larger, long tables are to be complemented with a
light sculpture. The lampshade made of two layers of aluminium is available in
brown-black or white on the outer sides. The inner sides of the lampshade are
hand-applied with copper leaf metal or in white. The three integrated LEDs,
each with an output of 12 watts, have a colour temperature of 3,000 Kelvin
warm white. The light of the integrated LEDs of this dimmable lamp is
characterised by a very good colour rendering with a high colour rendering
index of Ra 90. The lampshade of the eNormaJeane double is 160 cm long, 30
cm wide and approx. 22 cm high. Due to the handcrafted manufacturing
process, there may be irregularities in the leaf-finished surface. The total
height of the lamp is max. 200 cm, the rectangular ceiling suspension is 110
cm long, 5 cm wide and 3 cm high. The height adjustment of the eNormaJeane
double 160 is made directly on the three wire ropes with which the lamp is
suspended from the ceiling. The eNormaJeane double 160 by Lichtlauf is also
available with a 125 cm long lamp shade.
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